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Abstract: This paper presents a new technique for the extraction of high-order wave-damage inter-
action coefficients (WDIC) through modal decomposition. The frequency and direction dependent
complex-valued WDIC are used to model the scattering and mode conversion phenomena of guided
wave interaction with damage. These coefficients are extracted from the harmonic analysis of local
finite element model (FEM) mesh with non-reflective boundaries (NRB) and they are capable of
describing the amplitude and phase of the scattered waves as a function of frequency and direction.
To extract the WDIC of each wave mode, all the possible propagating wave modes are considered to
be scattered simultaneously from the damage and propagate independently. Formulated in frequency
domain, the proposed method is highly efficient, providing an overdetermined equation system
for the calculation of mode participation factors, i.e., WDIC of each mode. Case studies in a 6-mm
aluminum plate were carried out to validate the WDIC of: (1) a through-thickness hole and (2) a
sub-surface crack. At higher frequency, scattered waves of high-order modes will appear and their
WDIC can be successfully extracted through the modal decomposition.

Keywords: guided waves; wave damage interaction; high-order modes; modal decomposition; finite
element modeling; scattering; mode conversion

1. Introduction

Guided waves can propagate over a long distance in thin-plate structures, which
retains a crucial role in the development of structural health monitoring (SHM) and nonde-
structive evaluation (NDE) systems using piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) [1–7].
The development of computational models for guided wave interaction with damage
is important to the SHM system design and sensing signal interpretation [8]. However,
the modeling of wave damage interaction is challenging because it involves complicated
phenomena such as wave transmission, reflection, mode conversion and generation of
nonlinear higher harmonics.

Regarding the aspect of wave-damage interaction, many researchers have devel-
oped analytical models using Kirchhoff, Mindlin, Kane-Mindlin plate theory and three-
dimensional (3D) elasticity solution or exact Lamb mode solutions [9–16]. The scattering
at a through-thickness hole was calculated analytically and compared to experiments for
fundamental A0 mode [10] and S0 mode [11]. Moreover, the scattering and mode conver-
sion were studied analytically at cylindrical inhomogeneity [14] and part-thickness circular
holes [15]. The advantage of analytical models is that they are fast, efficient and capable of
providing parametric studies, but the drawback is that they only apply to simple damage
geometries such as through-thickness holes [9–11], partial-through-thickness holes [13,15],
or flat-bottom cavities [16] in isotropic materials.

To model the wave interaction with damage of complex geometries, many researchers
have put emphasis on finite element modeling (FEM). In recent years, the development
of FEM techniques allows us to study conveniently the scattering and mode conversion
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phenomena in bulk waves and guided waves from complicated damage [17]. FEM is
becoming a popular tool for understanding the complex problems of wave damage interac-
tion. The scattering of guided waves from various types of damage has been analyzed by
using FEM simulations. Fromme [18] investigated the scattering of A0 mode at through-
thickness and part-through crack-like defects through FEM and detailed experimental
measurements. Veidt and Ng [19] applied transient FEM analysis to study guided wave
scattering due to through-thickness holes in unidirectional, cross-ply and quasi-isotropic
laminates. They investigated the influence of the stacking sequence. The scattering at
delamination in composite plates was also implemented [20,21]. Mural et al. [22] used
FEM transient analysis to obtain the scattered field around the impact-induced delami-
nation and they investigated the effect of delamination size and shape. However, these
time-domain FEM simulations have to be re-run for each test frequency. To overcome this
problem, Shen and Giurgiutiu [23] proposed a hybrid global-local (HGL) approach for
the accurate and efficient simulation of guided wave propagation and interaction with
damage in isotropic plates. A global analytical solution was used to model wave generation
and propagation, while the wave-damage interaction coefficients (WDIC) were extracted
from the harmonic analysis of local FEM in the damaged regions to describe the wave
damage interaction. The harmonic analysis of local FEM is faster and more target-oriented
compared with conventional time transient analysis. Besides, the harmonic analysis does
not require the results of the previous calculation step to solve the current step, as is the
case in conventional transient analysis. Bhuiyan et al. [24] extended the harmonic analysis
of local FEM to obtain the WDIC scatter cubes, which can describe the 3D interaction
(frequency, incident direction and azimuth direction) of guided waves with the damage.
However, the extraction methodology considered in [23,24] was designed especially for
only fundamental guided wave modes (S0, A0 and SHS0).

It is known that high-order modes will appear at a high frequency-thickness regime.
Aside from the fundamental modes, high-order modes (A1, A2, S1 and S2) were also
generated in a 6.35-mm-thick steel plate using broadband excitation [25]. High-order modes
have been used for material characterization through the measured dispersion curves
with the advantage of making a precise inversion of the model parameters to evaluate
material properties [26]. Moreover, high-order modes in plates and pipes have been
extensively studied for damage detection [27–32]. They can provide increased sensitivity
to small defects due to their relatively short wavelength [32]. Belanger [29] exploited
multiple high-order shear horizontal (SH) modes simultaneously with different cutoff
frequency-thickness products for corrosion detection. High-order modes excited at a high
frequency-thickness regime were used to detect cracks and pinholes in pipes [30]. They
can even be employed for monitoring fatigue crack growth at fastener holes in metallic
components [31]. However, the study of wave-damage interaction involving high-order
modes is very limited at the present moment due to complicated phenomena. To facilitate
the understanding of SHM applications using high-order modes, it is crucial to investigate
the wave-damage interaction by extracting the WDIC of all the propagating wave modes.
To the best of our knowledge, WDIC extraction of high-order modes in isotropic plates has
not been reported.

The aim of this paper is to explore the effectiveness of employing modal decomposition
to extract WDIC of high-order modes. The commercial finite element package ANSYS 17.0
was used to implement and realize the local FEM model for WDIC extraction of high-order
modes in isotropic materials. First, the principle and procedure of WDIC extraction through
modal decomposition were introduced. Then, the local FEM model was conducted. Finally,
the case studies were carried out to validate the proposed method for high-order WDIC
extraction of a through-thickness hole and a sub-surface crack in a 6-mm aluminum plate.
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2. WDIC Extraction of High Order Modes through Modal Decomposition
2.1. The Use of WDIC in HGL Analysis

To address guided-wave SHM of aerospace structures, Mal and co-workers [33]
developed a combination of closed-form analytical solution in the global domain and FEM
solution in the local domain to achieve an efficient simulation of guided wave propagation
and interaction with damage in thin plates. An HGL application to arbitrary waveguides
using the semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method is described in ref. [34]. In contrast
with ref. [33], a different approach was adopted to combine frequency-domain and time-
domain solutions and to use a transition overlap between the local and global regions [23].
In this approach, the guided waves generated by a PWAS transmitter were scattered from
damage and were picked up by a PWAS receiver (Figure 1). The travel from the transmitter
PWAS to the damage and from the damage to the receiver PWAS is modeled with analytical
wave propagation formulae.
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Figure 1. General two-dimensional (2D) setup for hybrid global-local modeling of structural sensing.

The approach to the HGL method was to replace the damage with a new wave source
that generated the scattered wavefield to be added to the analytically calculated ‘pristine’
field. The scattered field was defined in terms of the complex-valued WDIC that were
calculated separately [23]. The propagation of the scattered wavefield was also done
analytically. The HGL methodology incorporated an analytical framework for guided
wave propagation in the global region (called Wave Form Revealer) which allowed for the
insertion of localized scatterers at user-defined locations to account for damage effects [35].
The damage scatterers were described as complex-numbered WDIC values, which were
crucial to model wave-damage interaction in HGL analysis.

2.2. Modal Decomposition

Figure 2 shows the schematic of WDIC extraction for high-order modes using modal
decomposition. In the analytical framework, the received signal was comprised of two
parts: direct incident waves and scattered waves from damage. Thus, the damage could
be modeled as a secondary wave source. The fundamental assumption in the proposed
approach was that the incident wavefield and the scattered wavefield were additive because
the medium had a linear elastodynamic behavior. When the incident wave interacted with
the damage, the wave-damage interaction would generate a scattered wavefield that could
be decomposed through projection on the inherent wave modes of the wave-guide medium
(here, a plate). The decomposition process assumed simultaneous existence of all the
wave modes used as a decomposition basis. The wave guide was two-dimensional (2D),
hence propagation happening in all directions. In order to simulate the damage effect, the
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scattered wavefield due to damage was considered a new wave source which was linearly
added to the incident wavefield.
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Figure 2. Schematic of wave-damage interaction coefficients (WDIC) extraction using modal de-
composition: (a) typical finite element model (FEM) modeshape of scattered wave at 600 kHz;
(b) analytical displacement modeshape of all eight wave modes in a 6-mm thick aluminum plate at
600 kHz.

The total wavefield was the superposition of the incident wavefield and scattered
wavefield from the damage. In order to extract the WDIC of high-order modes, the scattered
wavefield had to be obtained. First, local FEM harmonic analysis was utilized to calculate
the incident wavefield UFEM

IN in a pristine plate and total wavefield UFEM
TOTAL in a damaged

plate. Thus, the scattered wavefield UFEM
SC from damage was determined, which was the
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difference between total wavefield from damaged model and incident wavefield from the
pristine model, as given in Equation (1)

UFEM
SC = UFEM

TOTAL − UFEM
IN (1)

A typical FEM modeshape of the scattered wave at 600 kHz in a 6-mm thick aluminum
plate is presented in Figure 2a, ur, uθ and uz displacement components are plotted. These
total displacement components picked up at the sensing boundary were the superposition
of displacements from all the wave modes. It was found that they were neither symmetric
nor antisymmetric with respect to the center of the plate thickness.

The displacement modeshapes of all eight wave modes at 600 kHz are given in
Figure 2b, it can be observed that different modes have various modeshape characteristics.
For example, symmetric Lamb wave modes (S0, S1 and S2) had symmetric ur component
and antisymmetric uz component across the thickness, whereas antisymmetric ur compo-
nent and symmetric uz component were observed for all antisymmetric Lamb wave modes
(A0 and A1). All uθ components of Lamb wave modes were zero as expected [1]. On the
other hand, shear horizontal modes only had non-zero uθ components. SHS0 and SHS1
modes had the symmetric uθ components whereas SHA1 mode had an antisymmetric uθ

component. In order to find the WDIC of each mode, the modal decomposition had to be
used to find the participation factors of each mode. The implementation of this approach is
given in detail as follows.

To extract the WDIC information, scattered wave modes generated by the damage
were assumed to propagate into the structure simultaneously. The outward propagating
wavefield had been shown to follow Hankel function pattern [1]. The total displacement
components were the superposition of displacements from all the wave modes. For
example, UFEM

r (z) represented the ur displacement component from FEM solution at a
thickness location z and consisted of the superposition of ur components contributed by all
the wave modes. At discretized thickness-wise locations, this relationship is expressed as
shown in Equation (2) below, i.e.,

M
∑

m=1
amφm

r (z1)H(1)
1 (ξmr0) = UFEM

r (z1)

M
∑

m=1
amφm

r (z2)H(1)
1 (ξmr0) = UFEM

r (z2)

...
M
∑

m=1
amφm

r (zN)H(1)
1 (ξmr0) = UFEM

r (zN)

(2)

where am is the mode participation factor of the mth wave mode, i.e., WDIC of each
mode; φm

r (zn) is the analytical ur component of the mth wave modeshape at location zn,
n = 1, 2, . . . , N; H(1)

1 is Hankel function of the first kind and order one describing an
outward propagating wavefield; ξm is the wavenumber of the mth wave mode; r0 is the
distance between the damage center and the sensing boundary. Similar relationships can
be obtained for uθ and uz displacement components. These relationships are described
using analytical expressions. The modeshapes and wavenumbers are calculated using the
analytical solutions of the Rayleigh–Lamb equation [1]. The UFEM

r (z) are calculated from
the local FEM. Thus, a series of linear equations with the mode participation factors as the
only unknown quantities was obtained. Since the number of equations was greater than the
number of unknowns and increased as the thickness direction mesh was further densified
in the local FEM. Finally, an overdetermined equation system was obtained, which was
solved with the least square method using MATLAB. The equation system is expressed in
matrix form as

ΦHA = UFEM
SC (3)
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where Φ is the modeshape matrix; H is the wave propagation matrix; A is the unknown
mode participation factor vector (i.e., WDIC of each wave mode) to be solved. UFEM

SC is
the FEM solution vector for scattered waves, which is the difference between the total
wavefield and incident wavefield. These matrices and vectors are given as follows.

Φ =



φ1
r (z1) φ2

r (z1) · · · φM
r (z1)

...
...

φ1
r (zN) φ2

r (zN) · · · φM
r (zN)

φ1
θ(z1) φ2

θ(z1) · · · φM
θ (z1)

...
...

φ1
θ(zN) φ2

θ(zN) · · · φM
θ (zN)

φ1
z(z1) φ2

z(z1) · · · φM
z (z1)

...
...

...
φ1

z(zN) φ2
z(zN) · · · φM

z (zN)


(4)

H =


H(1)

1
(
ξ1r0

)
0 · · · 0

0 H(1)
1
(
ξ2r0

)
0

...
... 0

... 0
0 · · · 0 H(1)

1
(
ξMr0

)

 (5)

UFEM
SC =

[
UFEM

r (z1) · · ·UFEM
r (zN) UFEM

θ (z1) · · ·UFEM
θ (zN) UFEM

z (z1) · · ·UFEM
z (zN)

]T
(6)

3. Case Studies
3.1. Local Finite Element Model

In this section, the local FEM mesh was realized using commercial software ANSYS.
Non-reflective boundaries (NRB) developed in ref. [36] could eliminate boundary reflec-
tions, and thus allow for simulation of guided wave propagation in an infinite medium.
NRB was used in the local FEM harmonic analysis to simulate harmonic incident waves
and scattered waves from wave-damage interaction. Two harmonic analyses, a pristine
model and a damaged model, were conducted to extract WDIC for a certain incident
wave mode. In this study, only fundamental S0 and A0 wave interaction with damage
were considered. Thus, two pairs of harmonic analyses needed to be performed for a
certain type of damage. The harmonic analysis was performed for any specific frequency
of interest. The steady-state amplitude and phase information facilitated the extraction
of WDIC. The schematic of local FEM pair designed for a 6-mm thick aluminum plate is
given in Figure 3. The material properties are given in Table 1. Each local FEM model
is 100 mm × 100 mm × 6 mm. A 30-mm wide NRB is applied to cover each boundary.
COMBIN14 spring-damper elements were utilized to build the NRB. In this case, 3D solid
structural elements (SOLID45) were employed to construct the aluminum plate.

The sensing nodes and loading nodes are shown in Figure 3. A sensing circle and one
sensing node at the center of the pristine model were utilized to record response data. The
sensing node at the center was used to collect the incident wave at the damage location
for normalization. Only a sensing circle in the damaged model, with the same location as
the pristine case, was used to record the structural response in harmonic analysis. In this
study, only the propagating modes were considered which were picked up by the sensors
placed in the global domain away from the damage, as appropriate for a guided-wave
SHM system. The sensing circle for wave extraction in the FEM simulation was chosen to
be large enough to avoid the near-field non-propagating modes generated from the damage
during the wave-damage interaction. The design of the sensing circle was used to extract
damage information for all directions. The sensing data in the pristine case corresponded
to incident wavefield, while the sensing data from damaged case represented the total
wavefield which was the superposition of scattered and incident waves. Therefore, the
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subtraction between pristine model and damage model provided the scattered wavefield in
all directions. The loading nodes were used to simulate straight-crested incident wavefield,
which was a good approximation when the damage is located far away from the excitation
source. The wave mode excitation was imposed through nodal forces through boundary
integration on each element along the loading line for each frequency.

Table 1. Material properties of aluminum 2024-T3 plate.

Young’s Modulus (E) Poisson’s Ratio (ν) Density (ρ)

73.1 GPa 0.33 2780 kg/m3
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The maximum acceptable element size to ensure convergence is λmin/le ≥ 10, where
le is the element size and λmin is the minimum wavelength [37]. The mesh size adopted in
this study is 0.5 mm for in-plane direction and thickness direction since A0 mode has the
minimum wavelength and it is around 5 mm. The damage regions were meshed with even
smaller elements to guaranteed that more than 20 elements exist per wavelength, which
was substantially more than the minimum requirement of 10 elements. It should be noted
that different types of damage would have different scattering characteristics; this would
require a corresponding local damage model for the WDIC extraction.

For the case studies, a 6-mm through-thickness hole and a circular sub-surface crack
of 6-mm diameter were introduced in a 6-mm thick aluminum plate. Figure 4 shows the
schematic of two damage types, a through-thickness hole and a sub-surface crack, designed
for the 6-mm thick aluminum plate. The sub-surface crack was created at the depth of
0.5-mm from the top surface by specifying the crack as two surfaces, which were defined
by the same coordinates but are not tied together. In this thick aluminum plate, high-order
modes will exist at higher frequencies.
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Figure 4. Damage type for WDIC extraction in 6-mm thick aluminum plate: (a) through-thickness
hole; (b) sub-surface crack.
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3.2. Dispersion Curves of 6-mm Thick Aluminum Plate

In order to extract the WDIC of high-order modes, the frequency-wavenumber dis-
persion curves and displacement modeshapes had to be obtained. Figure 5 shows the
frequency-wavenumber dispersion curves of the 6-mm thick aluminum plate. The fre-
quency range is 0–600 kHz. It was found that there were only three fundamental modes,
A0, SHS0 and S0, at low frequency (below 250 kHz). At 600 kHz, all eight wave modes (A0,
SHS0, S0, SHA0, A1, S1, SHS1 and S2) existed.
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Figure 5. Frequency-wavenumber dispersion curves of a 6-mm thick aluminum plate.

The displacement modeshapes of three fundamental modes at 100 kHz are given
in Figure 6. For A0 mode, it can be noted that ur component is asymmetric across the
thickness while uz component is symmetric across the thickness. On the contrary, S0 mode
has a symmetric ur component and an asymmetric uz component across the thickness. uθ

components of A0 and S0 modes are both zero. The only non-zero component of SHS0 is
the symmetric uθ component.
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Figure 6. Displacement modeshapes at 100 kHz in a 6-mm thick aluminum plate showing three
fundamental modes (A0, SHS0 and S0).

Figure 7 shows the displacement modeshapes of all the wave modes at 600 kHz. It can
be found that there are eight wave modes, three fundamental wave modes (A0, SHS0 and
S0) and five high-order modes (SHA0, A1, S1, SHS1 and S2). Different wave modes have
various modeshape characteristics. These displacement modeshapes and wavenumbers
will be used to extract the WDIC of each mode through modal decomposition as discussed
in Section 2.
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modes (fundamental modes: A0, SHS0 and S0; high-order modes: SHA0, A1, S1, SHS1 and S2).

3.3. WDIC of Through-Thickness Hole in a 6-mm Thick Aluminum Plate
3.3.1. WDIC Verification

First, the WDIC extraction at 100 kHz was conducted, where only three fundamental
modes (A0, S0 and SHS0) existed. Figure 8 shows an example of A0 wave interaction with
the through-thickness hole in a 6-mm thick aluminum plate at 100 kHz. The amplitude
coefficients of three wave modes were plotted. It was observed that the interaction between
the incident A0 wave and the hole only involves scattered A0 wave, no mode conversion
occurred for this symmetric through-thickness hole. This was consistent with results in
ref. [38].
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Figure 8. WDIC of the through-thickness hole at 100 kHz in 6-mm thick aluminum plate.

Another important feature is the direction dependence of the scattering amplitude.
The amplitude coefficients are different for each scattering direction, i.e., they are heavily
direction dependent. At 100 kHz, the scattered A0 possessed high amplitudes in 0◦ and
180◦ directions. In the case of a pitch-catch experiment, it is likely that the scattered A0
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mode can be detected if the sensor is in the forward and backward directions of the incident
wave. As shown in Figure 8, the scattering amplitudes around the directions perpendicular
to the incident wave have relatively small amplitudes. Therefore, it is unlikely that the
through-thickness can be detected if the sensor is located along these directions in a pitch-
catch method.

In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed WDIC extraction method, the compari-
son between FEM results and the analytical model for the through-thickness hole at 100 kHz
was conducted, as shown in Figure 9. The analytical model of through-thickness hole for
A0 incident can be found in ref. [38]. It was found that a good agreement between the two
results was achieved, which demonstrated the accuracy of the proposed modal decomposi-
tion for WDIC extraction. Meanwhile, the percentage error εθ defined in Equation (7) is
used as a quantitative metric to quantify the accuracy of the proposed method.

εθ =

∣∣∣WDICθ
FEM − WDICθ

analytical

∣∣∣
WDICθ

analytical
× 100% (7)

where θ is the scattering direction, WDICθ
FEM is the FEM WDIC at various scattering

directions, WDICθ
analytical is the analytical WDIC. Then percentage error between FEM

results and the analytical model for the through-thickness hole at 100 kHz was calculated,
as shown in Figure 9c. It was found that the maximum error was around 10% in 80◦

direction, where the minimum WDIC amplitude was observed. It should be noted that
the error was less than 3% in the forward and backward scattering directions where the
dominant WDIC was obtained.
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Figure 9. WDIC comparison of through-thickness hole between FEM results extracted through modal decomposition and
analytical model for A0 incident at 100 kHz: (a) FEM WDIC; (b) Analytical WDIC; (c) Percentage error.

3.3.2. WDIC Extraction of High-Order Modes

In this section, the WDIC extraction of all wave modes at 600 kHz was carried out.
Figure 10 shows an example of A0 wave interaction with through-thickness hole in a
6-mm thick aluminum plate at 600 kHz. The WDIC amplitude coefficients of all eight
wave modes are plotted. It was observed that the A0 incident waves were scattered as A0
mode and converted to SHA0 and A1 mode. No symmetric wave modes were converted
during the scattering procedure, i.e., when A0 wave interacted with the through-thickness
hole, mode conversion only happened between the antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0
and A1), and the symmetric mode would not participate in the wave-damage interaction
procedure. This is because through-thickness hole was symmetric across the thickness.
Another important feature was the direction dependence of the scattering amplitude. The
amplitude coefficients are different for each scattering direction, i.e., they are heavily
direction dependent. The WDIC of three wave modes were symmetric with respect to
the 0◦ direction because the through-thickness hole was symmetric. For A0 incident, the
dominant scattered wave was A0 mode through the WDIC amplitude comparison of all
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the antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0 and A1). It was found that the scattered A0 mode had
the largest amplitude in 0◦ direction. The mode converted A1 mode showed its highest
forward amplitude in 40◦ and 320◦ directions. For mode converted SHA0 mode, it can
be noted that there is no scattered wave in 0◦ and 180◦ directions. The maximum WDIC
amplitudes are in 60◦ and 300◦ directions. Therefore, it is likely that the high-order mode
converted waves can be detected if the sensor is in the forward directions of the incident
wave where have the maximum WDIC amplitude.
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Figure 10. WDIC of through-thickness hole for A0 incident at 600 kHz in 6-mm thick aluminum plate showing mode
conversion only happened between the antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0 and A1), and the symmetric mode would not
participate in the wave-damage interaction procedure.

To verify the accuracy of the proposed WDIC extraction method at high frequency
where the convergence of the FEM model itself becomes more critical. The comparison
between FEM results and the analytical model at 600 kHz was conducted, as shown in
Figure 11. It was found that a good match between these two results was achieved, which
demonstrated the accuracy of the proposed method for WDIC extraction at high frequency.
It should be noted that a small deviation was observed between two WDIC pattern in the
backward direction, this was because the analytical model was based on Mindlin plate
theory, which was used to model flexural waves. However, it was found that the flexural
waves were just a low-frequency approximation of the A0 Lamb wave mode [1]. Hence,
the deviation between FEM and analytical model will increased as the frequency increased.

Figure 12 shows an example of S0 wave interaction with through-thickness hole in
a 6-mm thick aluminum plate at 600 kHz. The amplitude coefficients of all eight wave
modes are plotted. It can be noted that the S0 incident waves were scattered as S0 mode
and converted to SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2 modes. Aside from the WDIC of fundamental
S0 mode, the WDIC of high-order modes (S1, SHS1 and S2) were successfully extracted
through modal decomposition. Similarly, no antisymmetric wave modes were converted
during the scattering procedure, i.e., when S0 wave interacted with the through-thickness
hole, mode conversion only happened between the symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1
and S2), and the antisymmetric mode would not participate in the wave interaction with
this symmetric through-thickness hole. For S0 incident, the dominant scattered wave
was S0 mode which had the largest WDIC. Another important feature was the direction
dependence of the scattering amplitude. The amplitude coefficients are different for each
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scattering direction, i.e., they are heavily direction dependent. The WDIC of five wave
modes are symmetric with respect to the 0◦ direction because the through-thickness hole
was symmetric. Scattered S0 mode has large WDIC amplitude in the forward and backward
directions. High-order Lamb wave modes (S1 and S2) have a different WDIC pattern with
more lobes. For high-order mode S2, it can be observed that there are three main lobes, two
of them in the forward directions (60◦ and 300◦) and one in the backward direction (180◦).
For shear horizontal modes, it can be noted that WDIC amplitudes are zero in 0◦ and 180◦

directions for SHS0 and SHS1 modes. In order to detect the scattered wave of high-order
modes, it is important to put the sensor in the direction where has the highest WDIC.
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modal decomposition and analytical model for A0 incident at 600 kHz showing a good match
between them.
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Figure 12. WDIC of through-thickness hole for S0 incident at 600 kHz in 6-mm thick aluminum plate showing mode
conversion only happened between the symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2), and the antisymmetric mode would
not participate in the wave-damage interaction procedure.

For the WDIC of through-thickness hole for A0 and S0 incidents at 600 kHz, it was
found that for symmetric wave incident, the mode conversion only happened between the
symmetric modes, and the antisymmetric mode would not participate in the scattering
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procedure, vice versa. This was because the through-thickness hole was symmetric across
the thickness.

3.4. WDIC of Sub-Surface Crack in a 6-mm Thick Aluminum Plate

In this section, the WDIC extraction of an asymmetric sub-surface (Figure 4b) across
the thickness in a 6-mm aluminum plate was conducted. Figure 13 shows an example
of A0 wave interaction with a sub-surface crack at 600 kHz. The amplitude coefficients
of all eight wave modes are plotted. It can be observed that the A0 incident waves were
scattered as A0 mode and converted to antisymmetric modes (SHA0 and A1) and sym-
metric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2). In contrast with WDIC of through-thickness
hole, antisymmetric modes, as well as symmetric modes, were converted during the scat-
tering procedure for sub-surface crack, i.e., when A0 wave interacted with the asymmetric
sub-surface crack, mode conversion not only happened between the antisymmetric modes
(A0, SHA0 and A1) but also occurred between symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1 and
S2) in the wave-damage interaction procedure. This was because the sub-surface crack
was asymmetric across the thickness. As shown in Figure 13, aside from the WDIC of
fundamental modes, the WDIC of high-order wave modes (SHA0, A1, S1, SHS1 and S2)
were successfully extracted through the proposed modal decomposition method. For A0
incident, the dominant scattered wave were the A0 and S0 modes which had the largest
WDIC. Another important feature is the direction dependence of the scattering amplitude.
The amplitude coefficients are different for each scattering direction, i.e., they are heavily
direction dependent.
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Figure 14 shows an example of S0 wave interaction with the sub-surface crack in
a 6-mm thick aluminum plate at 600 kHz. The amplitude coefficients of all eight wave
modes are plotted. It can be observed that the S0 incident waves were scattered as S0 mode
and converted to symmetric modes (SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2) and antisymmetric modes
(A0, SHA0 and A1). Symmetric modes, as well as antisymmetric modes, were converted
during the scattering procedure, i.e., when S0 wave interacts with the sub-surface crack,
mode conversion not only happened between the symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1
and S2) but also occurred between antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0 and A1) in the wave-
damage interaction procedure. Another important feature is the direction dependence
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of the scattering amplitude. The amplitude coefficients are different for each scattering
direction, i.e., they are heavily direction dependent. For S0 incident, the dominant scattered
wave is S0 and SHS1 modes which have the largest WDIC.
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For the WDIC of sub-surface crack for A0 and S0 incidents at 600 kHz, it was found that
the mode conversion happened between both the symmetric modes and the antisymmetric
mode in the scattering procedure for either A0 or S0 incident. This is because the sub-
surface crack is asymmetric across the thickness. WDIC of all the high-order modes were
successfully extracted through proposed modal decomposition method.

4. Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
4.1. Summary

This paper explored the effectiveness of employing modal decomposition to extract
WDIC of high-order modes. First, the framework of WDIC extraction through modal
decomposition was introduced. Then, the local FEM model was conducted. The commercial
finite element package was used to implement and realize the local FEM model for WDIC
extraction of high-order modes in isotropic materials. Finally, two case studies were carried
out to validate the proposed method for high-order WDIC extraction of a through-thickness
hole and a sub-surface crack in a 6-mm thick aluminum plate. Analytical WDIC of through-
thickness hole for A0 incident was utilized to verify the proposed approach. The proposed
method can be used to analyze other flaws like local porosity and/or manufacturing defects.
However, if the plate has a large area of pore or the size of manufacturing defects is too
large, then the point-source assumption for the scatter waves may not be entirely true.

4.2. Conclusions

Aside from the WDIC of fundamental modes, the WDIC of high-order wave modes
(SHA0, A1, S1, SHS1 and S2) were successfully extracted through the proposed modal
decomposition method. The comparison between the FEM WDIC and the analytical WDIC
of A0 wave scattering at through-thickness hole demonstrated the accuracy of the modal
decomposition approach for WDIC extraction. In the case of symmetric through-thickness
hole, mode conversion only happened between the antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0
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and A1) for A0 incident, and the symmetric mode would not participate in the wave-
damage interaction procedure, a similar phenomenon was observed for S0 incident, mode
conversion only happened between the symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2) for S0
incident. In the case of asymmetric sub-surface crack across the thickness, mode conversion
not only happened between the antisymmetric modes (A0, SHA0 and A1) but also involved
symmetric modes (S0, SHS0, S1, SHS1 and S2) in the wave-damage interaction procedure
for both A0 and S0 incidents. For the practical application, the proposed method will be
used for predicting the performance of a structural health monitoring (SHM) system to be
installed on structures. The WDIC pattern can be used to guide the sensor placement on
the structures to receive a stronger scatted wave for better damage detection. Moreover,
the WDIC information can be utilized in hybrid global local (HGL) approach to generate
virtual data sets for testing data-driven models and for designing new SHM systems.

4.3. Future Work

An immediate extension of the current work would be in the WDIC extraction of
high-order modes in composite plates. Experiments on thick specimens will be conducted
to measure scattered waves of high-order mode to validate the proposed method. HGL
approach will be used to predict the scattered waves of high-order modes using the
extracted WDIC in SHM application for damage detection.
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